Dimensional pertubation theory is applied to the calculation of complex energies for quasibound, or resonant, eigenstates of central potentials. Energy coefficients for an asymptotic expansion in powers of UK, where K= D+21 and D is the Cartesian dimensionality of space, are computed using an iterative matrix-based procedure. For effective potentials which contain a minimum along the real axis in the K + CO limit, Hermit-Pad& summation is employed to obtain complex eigenenergies from real expansion coefficients. For repulsive potentials, we simply allow the radial coordinate to become complex and obtain complex expansion coefficients. Results for ground and excited states are presented for squelched harmonic oscillator ( V&Z-') and Lermard-Jones (12-6) potentials. Bound and quasibound rovibrational states for the hydrogen molecule are calculated from an analytic potential. We also describe the calculation of resonances for the hydrogen atom Stark effect by using the separated equations in parabolic coordinates. The methods used here should be readily extendable to systems with multiple degrees of freedom.
I. INTRODUCTION
Resonances, or quasibound states, appear in a variety of physical phenomena. ' In molecular collisions, orbiting states may exist due to the centrifugal potential barrier which can sustain a long-lived collision complex. The complex may predissociate by tunneling out through the centrifugal barrier. For diatomic molecules, studies of such rotational predissociation can give useful information about the interatomic potential. Collision complexes with multiple vibrational degrees of freedom may vibrationally predissociate via intramolecular energy transfer to weaker modes. Resonance states for atom-surface scattering also have been studied.2 In this case, the quasibound state is described as selective adsorption or trapping, and the predissociation of the atom-surface complex is referred to as desorption.
The use of dimensionality as a parameter in atomic and molecular problems has been extensively studied over the past decade.3 In the D-P CO limit, the kinetic energy terms in the Hamiltonian become negligible and the wave function becomes localized at the minimum of an effective potential (the "Lewis structure"). If we consider large but finite D, then the electrons may undergo harmonic oscillations which are termed "Langmuir vibrations. " Loeser has shown that this simple picture of a fixed structure about which electrons may oscillate can provide surprisingly good total energies for many-electron atoms, comparable to or better than single-g Hartree+Fock results.4 For problems where the D-P 1 limit is also solvable, interpolation using l/D may be used to find physical solutions at D=3. This dimensional interpolation approach has been successfully applied to the calculation of correlation energies for two-electron atomsS and hard sphere virial coefficients,6 among other problems. In cases where interpolation is not feasible, it is possible to calculate higher order terms in a l/D perturbation series which correspond to anharmonic vibrations about the "Lewis structure." Dimensional perturbation theory has given highly accurate electronic energies for two-electron atoms. 7'8 Popov and co-workers have extended their l/n expansion methods to the calculation of quasistationary states by expanding about a stationary point in the complex r plane, which leads to complex l/n expansion coefficients.' Pursuing this approach, we recently reported an application of dimensional scaling to the calculation of complex energy eigenvalues." A simple procedure was given to calculate energy expansion coefficients through second order in l/D. This work was limited to the calculation of ground vibrational states, as the asymptotic expansion series diverges sooner for excited states, presumably because the zeroth order approximation as a harmonic oscillator ladder of states is especially poor for resonances. The present study extends this work to high order (21-3 1) so that various summation methods may be employed, which allows us to calculate energies for both ground and excited states more accurately. Furthermore, we can use Hermite+Pade approximants to determine complex energies from strictly real expansion coefficients.
In Sec. II, we describe dimensional scaling and the procedure used to reduce the D-dependent S&r&huger equation to a set of perturbation equations. We then discuss the methods used to solve these equations, and the two cases where the effective potential minimum is either real or complex. Section III presents results for the Lennard-Jones ( 12-6) potential, and Sec. IV presents results for a squelched harmonic oscillator potential, V(r) = v,$eer. In Sec. V we calculate ground and vibrationally excited quasibound rovibrational states for the H2 molecule, which were calculated using an analytic potential. The Stark effect for the hydrogen atom is a problem with two degrees of freedom; Sec. VI describes our calculations of complex eigenenergies using the separated equa-tions in parabolic coordinates. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of future prospects for this method.
II. METHOD
We want to calculate eigenenergies, either real or complex, for the reduced (fi=m = 1) radial Schrodinger equation
In terms of the Cartesian coordinates Xi(i= 1,2,..., D) of a D-dimensional coordinate space, the Laplacian and radial coordinate are dellned by D a2 v2= i;l 2 I I the natural extensions of the familiar D=3 definitions. Transformation to polar coordinates leads to the radial Schriidmger equation
where Y(r) =r(D-1)'2@(r) and hrZ+ (D-3)/2." We note the relationship between angular momentum and spatial dimension which implies that incrementing I by one is equivalent to increasing D by two.
Due to the divergence of the centrifugal potential term as D+ CO, we scale the Laplacian terms of the Hamiltonian by [ which reduces to the usual form when D=3. This choice of scaling, used previously by Ader,12 is only one possibility;13 another common approach is to introduce a dimensional scaling of distance and energy units. We observe that in the limit K-P 03, the second derivative term vanishes and we are left with the classical picture of a particle at rest at the minimum of an effective potential V,(r) = [ (3+202/83] + V(r).
(5) The minimum of the effective potential may be found by setting V&(r,,J = 0. If no minimum exists along the real axis, the potential can be extended to the complex plane and a complex stationary point is used.
Once r, is found, we define a dimension-scaled displacement coordinate x by r=rm( 1 +fc-1'2x)
The zeroth order Schriidinger equation is simply a onedimensional harmonic oscillator with energy eo=o( Y+ l/ 2) + Vo,o and wave function Y,(x) =/z,,(x), where Y is the vibrational quantum number. The higher order perturbation terms correspond to anharmonic corrections in powers and use this definition to expand the potential in a Taylor series about the K+ CO limit Ader has introduced the moment method to solve this set of equations by using recursion relations.12 Another 
We next expand the wave function Y(X) and scaled energy E as ,,)=$il kI-H,)IYp-,), (19) where I is the identity matrix and E is a diagonal matrix with elements
These two equations are used to iteratively compute ep and Yp using matrix and vector operations, which makes this method particularly well suited to massively parallel computation. Details of this method will be presented elsewhere." It can be shown that en=0 for odd n, so that the resulting perturbation series is in powers of S= WK. For broad resonances where the effective potential has no minimum along the real Y axis, a minimum may be found when r is allowed to be complex. In this case, the energy expansion coefficients will be complex-valued. Except for trivial cases such as the harmonic oscillator and Coulomb potentials, these S series have a vanishing radius of convergence and eventually diverge, so Pad6 approximants are usually used to sum the series and give complex eigenenergies. This method will be referred to as the complex matrix method (CMM).
The complex matrix method falls under the general category of complex scaling methods,16 although there is no explicit choice of an integration contour in the complex r plane. The perturbation expansion begins with a K-S CO wave function localized at a point r,= 1 r, 1 exp ( zV,), meaning that harmonic and anharmonic terms of the expansion series are determined by derivatives of the effective potential evaluated at this point. Furthermore, since the coordinate operator x in a harmonic oscillator basis includes a factor of (2~) -1'2, the oscillator frequency w (which will be complex-valued for an effective potential without a minimum along the real r axis) may introduce a rotation.
Complex scaling methods16 select a particular integration contour in the complex r plane. The simplest choice is a complex (coordinate) rotation, which consists of scaling TABLE I. Ground state complex eigenenergies for the Lennard-Jones ( 12-6) potential calculated using the complex matrix method (CMM) and Hermit+Pade approximants (HPA). Also listed for comparison are numerical integration resulta (num) reported by Connor and Smith (Ref. 20) and semiclassical results (SC) obtained using the two turning point formula of CoMor and Smith (Ref. 20 interparticle distances as r-+rei8. Although the exact resonance eigenvalue is 13 independent, approximate (i.e., numerical) eigenvalues are typically 8 dependent for numerical integration or variational methods which use real basis functions. As a result, not only is the number of integration points or basis functions increased, but 8 is also varied (to give a 8 trajectory in the complex energy plane) until stationary behavior is found. Our methods do not involve 8 trajectories; once a stationary point is found, the only free Tables I  and II) .
parameter is the order to which the expansion coefficients are to be computed (analogous to the number of integration points or basis functions). For the case of shape resonances where the effective potential contains a minimum for real r, the expansion coefficients will be real-valued. However, as noted by Popov and co-workers in their studies of the hydrogen atom Stark effect,' quadratic (Hermite) Pad& summation can be used to sum the S series and obtain complex eigenenergies. The (L/M) Pad& approximant EPA(S) is defined by the equation P,(8) -QM(&~x(@ =O, (22) where PL(6) and Q&S) are polynomials of order L and M, respectively. The polynomial coefficients can be calculated by setting, without loss of generality, the constant term in Q&S) equal to 1, replacing EPA(S) in Eq. (22) by the divergent power series E(S)= 2 E,(lY) (23) n=O obtained from Rqs. ( 13) and ( 15)) and equating powers of 6 in the resulting expression. '7'18 The extension to the (L/M/N) Hermite-Pad& approximant" EHPA(8) is obvious,
where the polynomial coefficients are again computed by replacing Emu by Eq. (23), equating powers of S, and solving the resulting set of linear equations. The solution of this quadratic equation for EHpA( S) can result in complex approximants even when we begin with real coefficients. We will adopt Popov's notation' and refer to this as Hermit+PadC approximation (HPA) .
Unless otherwise stated, complex energy coefficients have been computed up to E.+,,, which corresponds to E21, so that the diagonal (N/N), (N/N+ 1) Pad& approximant series is evaluated up to the ( 10/l 1) approximant. Real coefficients have been computed up to es0 (I&), allowing Herr&e-Pad& approximants through (10/10/l 1) to be calculated.
III. LENNARFJONES (12-6) POTENTIAL
To demonstrate the two..methods for a singular potential, we consider complex energy states of the LennardJones ( 12-6) potential
where E is the well depth and r. is the radius at the potential minimum. We adopt the same parameters as used in previous work,2o namely ro=3.56 A and p= 1.92 amu, so that in dimensionless units the well depth is given by (0.72171168 cm) xe(cm-').
For narrow resonances where a real potential minimum exists, HPA is necessary to sum the perturbation series and obtain a complex eigenenergy. We previously calculated broad resonances for the ground vibrational state to second order in S using complex dimensional scaling; lo these calculations now have been extended to higher order. Using either Pad6 or Her-mite-Pad6 summation, we are able to obtain ground state complex energy eigenvalues convergent to several (5-10) digits in both real and imaginary parts. In previous work using complex coordinate rotation methods,20 it has been found that the outward integration from the origin which is required for singular potentials becomes unstable for broad Lennard-Jones resonances, so we use for comparison the semiclassical techniques given by Connor and Smith.20 They noted that the two and three turning point methods agree well for broad resonances, so we employ the simpler two turning point formula here. These resonances may also be computed using basis set methods, 21 although one needs to be careful in evaluating the matrix elements due to the singularity of the potential function at r=O. Table II , and all of the complex eigenvalue positions calculated by dimensional perturbation theory are summarized in Fig. 1 . As examples of the expansion coefficients of Eq. (23) obtained by the real and complex versions of the matrix method, Table III lists coefficients for two states. All calculations were done on a workstation using double precision (or double complex) arithmetic. The accuracy of the real coefficients was determined by comparison with calculations performed on a MicroVAX-II minicomputer using quadruple precision. The loss of precision with increasing order was found to be nearly linear, and was used to determine the number of digits reported for the real and imaginary parts of the complex expansion coefficients listed in Table III. IV. SQUELCHED OSCILLATOR POTENTIAL We next consider the regular potential V(r) = Vo3emr, (26) which has a barrier at r=2 with height 4VoeT2. In our earlier study, lo only the Vo=l state had a complex minimum in the effective potential. For states with larger VO, only resonance positions were determined by dimensional perturbation theory, while the Gamow formula was employed to calculate widths. Because of the different scaling approach used here, complex dimensional scaling works for Vc as large as 3.75. This is because the effective potential (for I=0 states) derived using the present scaling is V,,=S/S?+ V(r), whereas that using the scaling in the previous work is VeE= l/2?+ V(r). For V,, larger than 3.75, Her-mite-Pad6 approximants can be used instead of the Gamow formula to give both positions and widths. Table IV gives our results and numerical integration results reported by Comer and Smith" for comparison. The complex matrix method again works best for broad resonances, while the HPA method gives more accurate positions (but poor widths) for very narrow resonance states. Excited states are given for Vo=3.75 and 7.5, and compared with the numerical integration results of Korsch and co-workers.22 Both methods used here give results of limited accuracy. The main problem may be that in dimensional perturbation theory, the zeroth order approximation consists of a harmonic oscillator ladder of states, and higher order perturbation terms correct for anharmonicities. When dealing with resonance states, the positions may jump around in an apparently disorganized manner, which is quite far from a harmonic approximation.
V. H2 RESONANCES
In order to calculate quasibound rovibrational levels of the hydrogen molecule, we use an analytic potential given by Waech and Bernstein,23 who fit pointwise potential energy curves calculated by Kolos and Wolniewicz24 to the form 
?$=I) --\3 /
Since we require a continuous potential, we do not extend the potential by the perturbation series V(r) = -C,/r6 -C,/r8-Cldr10 as is normally done. We previously reported" ground state resonances calculated by tlrst order dimensional perturbation theory using an alternate potential form (which included the multipole expansion for large r) up to J= 50. The present results display fair agree ment with those earlier calculations, leading us to believe that the use of Eq. (27) for all values of r is acceptable.
Dimensional perturbation theory results (using K= D +2J) are given in Tables V and VI. Resonance energies and widths are shown in Fig. 2 . For those states (u=O, J=37 and 38; u= 1, J=36) which have been calculated23 by other techniques using the same potential, good agreement is found between our HPA results and previous results. As for the other potentials, the HPA method is unable to determine widths of narrow resonances, although the resonance positions are more accurately calculated in these cases. Figure 3 shows the positions of the effective potential minima for different J values. For J<38, there exists a minimum along the real r axis and HPA is used. For higher J, a complex minimum is used for the potential expansion. As shown in Fig. 4 for J=50, the potential function becomes rather complicated and several local extrema exist. Different eigenenergies are obtained when different stationary points are used, we select those which are found by continuing the series of minima for J<38 to higher J values, as shown in Fig. 3 . We see that between J=38 and 39, the (real) minimum and maximum in the effective potential coalesce into a complex conjugate pair of 1 -T@+F-g+i 1 & m2-1 p 1 Q 1 x1~5)=~-Exd8). (29) 1 -~@+~-~-pl 1 d2 m2-1 p' 1 1 x2b7~=~Ex2W, where p+fi'= 1.
and
To scale these equations as we did with Eq.
( 1 ), we first expand p and fl' as p'= nzo p$-n/2, (30) where ~=D+2m.
We note that the condition p+p'=l requires PO + PA = 1 and & + PA = 0 for n> 1. The effective potentials then become (31) stationary points. Two alternate series of stationary points (which are complex for all J) are also shown in Fig. 3 ---8 8q.
VI. STARK EFFECT FOR THE HYDROGEN ATOM
In order to determine the K+ 00 Lewis structure, we solve the set of equations
The S&&linger equation for the hydrogen atom in a uniform electric field %' is +z9z Y=EY, 1 (28) &tT dg t=t =o, 7l=l?m (32) where 8 is measured in atomic units, mie5/i?=5.142 X lo9 V/cm. The present work is restricted to the application of dimensional perturbation theory to systems with c&l> = w7m), for Cm, rl,, and PO.
Proceeding as we did with Eq. ( l), we can write Eq. (29) in the form of Eq. (6). The matrix method (in either its real or complex variants) is used as before, except that we now have two simultaneous expansions which are related by the restrictions fl,, + fi: = 0 and that the E, values calculated from the two expansions be identical. We note that in the basic algorithm, at each order we compute one wave function vector [W,(X)] and one scalar (E,). As implemented for the Stark effect calculations, at each order we compute two wave function vectors [Xln(c) and ~~~(77)] and two scalars (& and E,) .
We first comment on the behavior of this method in the zero-field case. In the K+ CO limit, po=f and gm=vrn = (m+i>2. Using parabolic quantum numbers nl and n2, we obtain the usual hydrogen atom series for p=q +n2 radial nodes,
Popov' has calculated Stark shifts and widths for a hydrogen atom using the l/n expansion, where 12 = IE~ + n2 + m + 1 is the principal quantum number. For comparison, we have calculated the same resonances using our method. Complex expansion coefficients have been computed to 12th order, and real coefficients to 18th order. As shown in Table VII , we 8nd excellent agreement with his results for nl =n2=0 states and reduced electric field strength n4Z? between 0.1 and 1. As usual, we obtain the best results for broad resonances and high angular momentum states. We also computed the Stark shifts of some n=2 states with 8? =0.035 to compare with complex coordinate results of Cerjan and co-workers.28 The 2px(2p,,) state computed with the complex matrix method agrees well, but the agreement is not as good for the mixed 2s~2p, states, which have real 6 expansion coefficients. Using a stronger field Z?=O.O7, we have computed these resonances using the complex matrix method to demonstrate the convergence for radially excited states. Based on the states for which we have results available for comparison, we find that the number of digits of convergence corresponds nicely to the number of accurate digits. Figure 5 shows the series of coordinates & and qrn which minimize the effective potential for the m=O case. Above Z3~0.0411, the coordinates become complex and the complex matrix method is used. It is extremely important that we choose the proper stationary point to expand about; tracking them as the field is varied, as in Fig. 5 , is one way to verify the proper choice.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have shown that by using a matrix-based algorithm, energy expansion coefficients for complex energy eigenstates can be calculated to high order. For broad resonances, the complex matrix method followed by Pad& summation was used to obtain convergence to 5-10 digits in both real and imaginary parts of the energy, with better convergence for broader resonances. Other advantages of dimensional perturbation theory are that we are free to choose the vibrational quantum number V, and that since 6 is smaller for higher angular momentum Z, the convergence for these states (which we are usually interested in for resonances) is better. In the narrow resonance regime where the effective potential has a minimum along the real r axis, the expansion coefficients are real and HermitePad6 summation techniques were used to obtain complex energies. For very narrow resonances, we are able to accurately calculate positions, but widths are poorly determined. For both methods, the accuracy becomes much worse for excited vibrational states. Work is currently underway on implementing the matrix method for systems with multiple degrees of freedom. Several interesting physical phenomena could be studied which have only two degrees of freedom, such as the hydrogen atom Stark effect in different coordinate systems. Another example of recent interest is atom-surface scattering, which may be treated using model potentials with two coordinates describing the distance from the surface and the angle of impact.2 A problem which is closely related to resonances is tunneling between equivalent minima in a double-well potential. Electronic tunneling in the H$ molecule-ion has been studied in the large-D limit using the instanton method,2g and is a candidate for further study by the methods described here.
One of the advantages of the matrix method15 over the moment method12 is that the wave function expansion coefficients Y,,(x) are directly calculated in the iterative procedure: However, we have found that the convergence of W(X) is much worse than the convergence of e, possibly due to the second, unphysical solution which blows up at infinite x. This problem is currently under investigation;15 if it can be resolved, this method could provide wave functions for resonance states. Instead of directly summing the wave functions, a better approach may be to calculate expectation values such as (r), which appear to have better convergence properties3'
